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Newspapers in education, as you well know, is:like"making lovel-Ws-

notthe technique but the enthUsiask that counts'.
-..

But, in educational research, the techhiqueor what is called the

most

T \
-research design.. -is a most important element,particalarly if the researcher

-

wishesti7 generalize the findings. The concept behind research is simple--

whenwe need to know about something we-do research. It is obviOus to you

and me that we .need to kncripmore about .the effect that new aper rse has on

teaching Ind learning. "The need to known is not,a s matter. To

carry out this charge, we need to know how torsatisfy this need to know.

For examl&s.there mei be a. need to know how daily newspaper use affects

youngsters' knowledge of and interest in current affairs and%governmantal

functions. 'The problem is how dn ve design's research study that will help

V,
us get,heome ,answers to this question., One of our concerns with educational

d.

research is that when someone points,a finger at-a problem many of &s end

,''up studying the finger.

Let me outline for you what. I plan to discuss with youin the time

&noted 'and why:

. I think it may be of interest to you to hear some theresults frosi
.

the studies donelbytheNational Assessment of Educational Progreserand the

work that George Gallup did for the National NfunicipalLeague. Why? Wall,

it seems to me that this information sets the stage for the next two dis-
.

cussion points..=nameW, newspapers for home and'school, and the current NIB.

research. i

,

The.use of newspapers as a bridge between home' and school is something

that is being explored by many newspapers. Many of you 'are conducting or'

`considering newspaper programs involving parents. I believe that it would
/1.



be helpful :to ,you to pin tidal interest, your parent programs, :.:a ar

rationale,' some ,existing research about.paisents as tee s of own

'Children.

The remaining portion of this discusiion will focus on existing NIB

research. But let me tell you at this point whjat I have done. During the

past year, Faith ludit s help,and the assistance of many of you who have

answered icy letters, I have put all of the studies I could find on tike

. r
computer--by name, title, and year. My intent is to write an abstract of

each Study and also put that on the computer. Then, if you are interested

in .a particular ratudY on the computer list, after reading the title and
4' 6

abstract, you. can write for the completed copy which I hope to. have in the

I can, pull this study, Xerox it, and mail, it to you. At least{,

that is the elan to date. Presently, I have more-study titles than 'actual

studies in the files.

National Studies: Survey

With-this overview in mind, let's now examine some of the data from

national studies, that I feel help make an excellent case for using news-

papers in every classroom, You shouldknow that what follows 'is merely an

abstract of inforinatiOn that is important to me in my NIB work\ and in no;

way reflects the complete findings of ,theie studies.

A nationwide sUrvey of V45,000 teenagers, conducted by NAEP, has found

that

* teenager's know less about governirient andl are less willing to par-
,

.ticipate in politics- than they were at the. start of the 1970's.

* less than one-half ,of the 17-year-olds and only one4ifth of the



13- year -olds could name any.of'their senators or representatives in:

Congress. ..

..,
..

* one-third of all teenagers do not know the, a U.S. senator is elected..
y,

.
.

4 leas than half understand that the Senate must confirm a nomination

%.'
to the Supreme Court. . \-

, . . ...

16-only 36% of the-17-year-olds know how presidential candidates are,

seleCts& 1[Mote: This survey was conducted-during an election, year.)

.

I. ,-, i .
.

.

* one-fifthl0f. those tested are opposed to or undecidpd'aboot allowing
',,,

a newspaper to criticize an-elected official.
,

.
. . . . ,

Ai one-third cannot suggest sbme means of researching a political

candidate's background.
. .

* only 45% of our 13-yearolds can correctly match four governmental

functioni with the appropriate level of-goverplent.
. .

* more than half of-the 9- and 13-year-olds and 35% of the 17-year-
o

olds are linable to extract the ',main idea" from. Material read and

4 have difficulty discriminating fact from, opinion.

* ,about 21 million Americans Over 16 years of age cannot read awaht ad.

* teenagers seem to be losing their abilityo communicate Clemily

through,written English..

-* it has been estimated than; ,students forget about .20 to 80%, of what

they learned the previouslear over the summer-vutation. .

In a teatof-17- and 18- ar-olds, Conducted by Gallup for' the Nitional

Municipal Lelgue, the f dings include that:

* only 3% could. identify Alaska and Hawaii as the mst:i6oent itates

'in ths Union.

* only 4% could name thethree presidents prior to Gerald Ford.

,



* 25%,didn t know that New Jersey is cin the 'etist coast; and Oregon is

on the west coast.

* 71% didn't know that conventions make the final choice- of presi-

dential nomineqa. a

41"
40% colL\ti not nails the war in which States', 'rights was qn

* 60% did not know what NATO is.

A'1975 survey pf students, the dream of the crap, listed in.Whol a Who among

American High School Students, showed that
..

* 83% dO not believe thdour system provides equal justice, foisaU.

citizens.

* 81% believe that elehted officials lack honor and integrity.

* 79% of 18- to 21-year-oldswho regititered to vote-did not go to the

polls in November' 'election.
'

. .

It` is apparent that NIE Rrograms.in both the home and the school

.should make some attempt to educate our youth about the real world and
,

hopefully 'influence their-knowledge of current affairs, governmentalfunc-

. tions,. and daily reading habits and attitudes.

To dothis, it may be important to view the newspaper as a bridge
.

between the .home, the school, and t1e comnamity:

Home and School: NIE Rationale

There is_ renewed interest. by, educators about the involvement of parents

in the education of their children. Let me. share With you some reasons for-
) g

this current interteet.

Benjamin Bloom's studies have shown" he tremendous influence of the

home 43nviratinient ;on 'a child' a intellectual development, citing that about

-
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-5O% -of the ability to learn is acquired by the age, of four.1 Robert Thorb:.

dike reported in his books Reading Cnrprehension Education in Fifteen

Couflrie8, that home and family backgrOund are dpminant in determining.

achievement in reading.
2

Smith and Brlhces in their experimental.programs uSchbolandiomes \

, \

Focus on Achievements, report that involving parents in what their cpildren
c

.are learning "has. definitely resulted ,in improved student'work,habit's and

,
, , . ,

.
.

attitudes to schoolwork" and ble increased reading achievement.3 .,

,

The evidence found in the.,Stitnford University studies supports the-4 s

5:involvement of-parents as tutors of their children. These studies report 0
.

that "parent involvement.,progrims (specificillif as-teacheriof"their 041-,

dren) prodUced significant immediate gains in childraiis ArLitcores and

seemed to alter in a positive direction the teachinjOeham-J.Or:of-parente.,,

Dorothy Rich reported in her dissertation ways the faintly could

,

-

force and supplement reading and math for children iit'fburtirstede---1

Classes.frowBbth inner-city and suburban schoOle.' Tles° strategies re-

sultedin significantly higher Scores in,reading than those of the classes

. in a control group. Incidentallys'it was typical work that was sent homes

pinned to the clothing of these first-graders. The exercises and assign-.

manta featured real-life activities.5

Totten and Manley reported that parental involvement in the school

.
-

program has a favorable influence on the-child's attitude toward
/
achoOl and

7_tewerdhis owWposition.inlife.' .

.
There are Other-studiesthat could be addea to this bisief list. I.

wanted to ehare this information with you because: One, it illustrates how

we in NIB Should ,examine. studies to support what we are doing or want to do.

4
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6 .

.

Two, it seems to me that we should encourage and help teachers to create

newspaper activities` that can be accomplished at home'with the parent as a
T--

'teacher -aide or a tutor. I am\also convinced that parenti'should be taught

how to use the newspaper for helping their children7to'r*ds for .imetoving

communication within the family, and sharing ideas, solving problems, and

,Onelt;St point on this topic. Some studies reveal that certain
. .

.studeilts lose 20 to 80% of what they learned the previous year in school.,
f

Newspaper- in-the -home programs, particularly-dapping the-summer months, may.

greatly reduce this loss. The idea is exciting and worthy of our contin -.

ued attention and action.

NIE Research

The.reeearch collected to date. hasbsicategorized into four partst

,elementary /secondary, reading, generall_and teaching.'. These categories
)

,,..
. .

.
.--- .

will suffice for the present, but-,,it iS'obilous.to me that another, and
---,

, .---

better, tlassificition system has/to be used because of_the oderli0,1.e.,
, . /

elementery end-secondary studies/with reading studies.- Nevdrtheleisp'itla

a start. --

:Before I share some generalizations with '011, let me caution you -about.i

the findings. Most NIE studies are short -term studies;

.

two-, thiee-, or fOut7Week studies. A few ate.longer.

that is, they'eit
. .

Small numbers of
. r .

'=Andenta are involved in most studies.. In Many studies, generalisaiions-J
.

T °

are not possible because of the design oi\-\the.studi..! Miny'veriableas ot,ber

than newspaper uses,-are not accounted for and.nd. in tact mfildrf-InPluence. the . .

results ef-Oe studies.. For example, I'm thinkingteiticulatly-of the

.71,_ ,

researcher!s biases and the fact.thatthe'researcher in mangy 10%Idie0 ia the
1 . ..

,
.. ..

.

1,
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teacher of the treatment grprp--the newspaper group.

Neverthelees, the replication process does seemtoauggeet that cer.
,

taro things do bappen'when newspapers are used for teaching and learning. t-N\

dr

Please remember this.ip my interpretation of the research. Others marreti

the same studies and come to'different conclusions.

raemen
6 .

The elementary scOool studies provide evidence for five major general-,

.nations:
A 1

4 14 Newspaper use. in the elementary classroom doss-seem to increase

children's Current-44ents knowledge/.

'2. There is evidence that elementary school students are, interested
,

in and interested bynewspaper content.

3. Several studies show that,, when newspapers'are- used in the class
.

room,dhildrenls.knowledge of newspapersas a business; and their attitudes

toward newspapers and newspaper personnel, mproves.

. 4. There some indiCation that newspaper use may increase chil-..

dren's daily'newsp4er'reading habits and the amount oftime spent reading

the newipaper.

5. A couple of studies report significant differences between experi-

mental (newspaper use) groups and control (no newspaPers) groups in akin

development in'certain subjects such as soial stdies, language arts and-_

arithmetic.
.d

.I'll discuss reading as-a separate subject: At the secondary levell

thereare-dome interesting findings.

In ,a well-designed research study Of 1800 high-schOol7aged atudehts

.



attending the Presidential Classroom for Young Americans program, the 7

investigator foundthat the data clearly support the Proposition that study

of taws media plays a direct:role in the. Political\socialization.af

. adolescents insofar as: overt political behavior. is cone4erned. This researche3
. . =

states that nit remains for the iocial.stUdies educator to . . . convert.

the, media from a supplementary or support device. to a primary tool."' Yet

it kas been my observation that NIE programs have not convinced social

,

studiet teachera.of the value and usefulness of newspapers to teach social

.studies content.

An experiment called "Textbook' iorldu in Santa Monica, California,
4D.

involved the use of two daily newspapers plus periodicals for one semester

in English and Social Studies classes. The results were that these high

school students...showed reading rains that moved them from ono-half year

behind average students to more Than 11/2 ye s ahead in the-five -month trial

period for a two-year gain. Social Science esulta showed increases from a

full year behind'average to over 31/2 years ahead for a total gain of almost

three .years.

The Copley study of 200 high school studente reported that young

people seem to have little knowledge of_how newsRapes gather, prepares'and

disseminate the news. Their.ideae about riiiirspapers'are often erroneous aed

detrimeptalto the image bf newspapers. .%-bi.t.is knteresting_to"note that the

author or this study also reports that NIE irograilie `are failing to .achieve

,.

their stated objectives and%arel,in,-,fict; adding to the generally poor
. ,

.
.

image held taP]roliWvponcerning today's newspapers.
.--, )-."'0f

Sevira1:40eseat2hers of both elementary an4-secondary studies-report
.

.,

some interesting "aide-effects" benefits, if you willregarding their

.

;)



studies of ,newspaper use.
. ,

For example, one study reports an improvement in attendance in NIB

classes cemparedto non-NIE classes. Another study, using newspapers in

t .
.

. t '

language arts.and reading class4, with nc expressed intent to have the
_ . .. ..

students learn current events, reported an improvement in knowledge of
. .

_

, . .

these events. Another study reports such ?side benefits" as developing

geographic skills, communication, poise, self-assurance, 'ard- research

Skills. Another study, in following up parental reaction o'a two-week:

unit, suggested that parents generally responded favorably o newspaper use

in the school and thus family disdnssions of.newspaper content'resulted.

Rewil rg

If you have had .the opportunity to read John Carroll and Jeanne,

Chap's book Toward a Literate Society (1975), you knoW t%at these two

reading authoritigs are challenging the current iifw of, functional literacy.
'

One o their major questions is this one: "Can students at reading grade

Tamed newspapers, college textbooks, or even the text in comic books

competently?" As authors state: "A grade-level sc ore does not
1-

provide us with any information on just what kinds ofTeal-w&ld-tasks a
.

person can perform competentlyb" They cite BormuthIS study as part of

r e 1 /
their evidence 'for,this view; and I want to &tare this With you because of

) t.

what it,implies about newspaper,; reading skills and the other. research to be

--reviewed.- t

In 1969 BormaK toOlolv sample Of eight articles from news publications

andolising aclose readability test, he tested student's in grades-3 through

12 from middli-class himes in a r s'dential suburb of a large midwestern city.

e

s.7
fAr

4;'
0.0:,

1 O
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. .

In other studies, Bormuth/had found that one mist answer at least 35%

of the test itemelcorrectly; otherwise, little or no information is gained.

On the average of the. eight articles, only 33% of the students in.grade.6.

and only 65% of those in grada12-reached the citerion of being able to

answer 35% of the cloze questions on"the test.

-Using statistical procedures, he found that, in order to"anawer 35% of

the questionscorrectlY, "the average person is literate with respect to

half of the.newspaper articles only after 10.5 yearsof school."
. .

One conclusion maybe that the/eel test of literacy is not a grade

level score, one that we maybe setting too low, but whether or not the
4

student performs competently on real-world reading tasks.
..

A
Before I review the N1E research that is in the files you should know

that there was a temptation to separate the studies in elementary and

secondary readings bit the reading levels of several of the studentain *

.thane studies (particularly in junior and senior high.schools),ranged well

into the lower elementary grades so that I decided.to categorize the entire
+

group_ of studies under the:heading of "reading."

It was very diffioUit deciding hoWtoreportInforMation about news-

paper use and its influence on students' reading skills habits, and atti-
.

. .

tudes, particularly.ida short period of time. So here are some, highlights.

Let's,startlith the ANPA FRundatiCh Reading.Test. Paul.B.'Diederichie

Senior Research Associate, Educational Testing Services reported that, in

'1971, 13,000 students (9,000 junior-high students, 4;00) senior-high stu-
_ .

.dants) were. administered the ANN. Foundation Test. The results. brought him

to two important conclusions. Onel'that students 'in classei that did not.
o

use newspapers could answer. less thit.60%* the' "fair, straightforward

,

.12
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:

'queStions on typical newspaper articles that,-were read during the test.".

Twos; etUdents in "newspaper-inthe claseroom" programs produced significant-

isproireMent'innewepaper,reading.

A

In:Alm/every study-wherathit test was used as. a method 'of eveIus,-'

.

.. .

tioni newspaper-use groups.(whether integrated-ineubjeA.mat:ter or as a.

g .
-..

. .

separateunit) signiiicantly.outscored groups.of students who did not use'
. .

v

; 0-
newspapers 'in their -classrooms.

.

.0ne doctoral odissertition.and a.couple fmasterts research papers

have been completed regardidg newspaper reading skills or newspapers ae a

supplement to reading classes.: Pat Wendell has Obne.the only doctoral

diesertation in this area and concludes that:. "students' proficiency in

distinguiehing between facts and opinions .and.betwah major ideas.and minor .

I

details and their 'total newspaper reading ability is 'increased through

clasiroom upe of materials based on actual newspaper.writings; students.. in

ninth grade exhibit Proficiency in the skill of locating information; and

studentsvithiigh intelligence and low socioeconomic level, and etudents

,P a

with_law ihte1.4gence and high socioeconomic level seem. to benefit most

' 'from instillation, in newspaper reading skills."

This last point is an interesting on and worthy. of expa9ion. During.

the 190)9 -70 school years a study was done in Rochester(New"York) involiing

.

300 "d4sadvantaged students " ,in grades 4, 5, and-.6. 'These students par-

ticipa ed in an experimental\reading program in which they received a
.

newspaper:for'120.ofths 184 days of the school year. The goal of the

'programmes to "Significanty raise reading scores of students and help

deielop their akills.ih reading newspapers." The stUdents_were'testea-by

the Durr41 ell Analysis of Reading Difficulties.. The pre=teat was administered

13
0
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in October 1969, the post-test in May l970--a seven-month period; For

fourth- and. fifth-grade students,- there was sa 17-moith gain score; for

sixth7gradert, there was. a 207month gain score.

Other studies, specifically those that'use gain seeress, suggest sini7

lar results both forAisadvantaged students, bpecialeducation students.

andstudents exhibiling poor reaangbility.

One more example is.wortisharing. A study' involving two junior high

schools with 178 seventh7grade and 186 eighth-grade minority student4

provides some interesting results. Using newspapers, magazines, and paper-

backs,. and the criterion'of one -month gain for one'month of instruction,

the researcher reported the following:

. .

seventh-graders averaged:a'gain of 2.37 months for each month of

instruction; this was six times greater than the state average of

.4-month gain.for other seventh-grade Title I Reading Programs.

eighth-graders averaged a gain of. 2.12 months for each month of .

instruction compared-to a state:43de average .7:month.

Studies conducted with control groups also favOr the 'newspaper -use

groups. For example, one teacher used newspapers with hereiXth-grade

class.for six' weeks. '.Her clabs and a control-group Class were- pre- and

post- tested tieing the WeeklY.Readea; Diagnostic Silent .Reiding Test that

measures four.skills-=comprehensionvihteriretation; main idea, and vocabu-

lary in context. There were no pre-test differences between the two sixth- .

grade classes. After six weeks, the post-test results showed that the

newsPaper-uie group scored significantly higher on comprehension, inter-

-pretation, and vocabulary ins.context... There were no eignificantdiffer-;

Ewes in."main ideas". but the mean score for the newspapergroup was'higher .

,
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4 .

than the mean score of the control group.

Obviously, one. has to be careful About the interpretation of the

results from a single. class, with a teacher who is doing the, research and

.

-instructing the expvinental class, but there are five other studies that

P generally these finding

Teapher/Student AttitudesInteraction

It appears from the results of. a couple .of studies that teachers who

participate in NIE workshops have more-favorable general opinions abott

newspapers;. more .favorable opinions on the quality of news coverage by

newspapers; better acceptance of all the media for educational purposes;

better understanding. of editorial views by newspapers; and more favorable

attitudes toward using newspapers as a teaching tool.

One study of 162 teachers from 92 different schools who used newspapers

in their classrooms judged the newspaper to be An efXective structional

tool, a tool that increases student interest and motivation t learn

L,-
specific skills and specific subjects; and that it helps create a positive

"behavioral and attitudinal 'change in\students.

14 These findings are tempere by the results of a study of 1214'secondary

1

English teachers that showed, while most teachers had .a positive attitude .:,

toward the' NIE program, ma*: were hostile toward it:because they did not

want to be told that they had to use it -and/or lbecauae they did not like
"

it. This same study reported that some teacheri. do not linderstard. or Use

the Program properly ; that is, they work under the assumption that NIE

means that one teaches about newspapers rather -than using the product as

,Jrelevant, effective, and meaningful (language arts tool._

a

15



Student,attitudee seem to be affected by newspaper -in- the - classroom

programs as well. It seems that newspaper usp improVes attitudei towards
NN

newspapers and towards reading. It also appears that. newspaper use in

school has someAnfluence.on newspaper reading habits out, of school and on

one's willingneas to subscribe to newspapers."For-example, one study af".

148 students in six classes in Which. newspapers were,used"for fOur weeks

reported, positive changes in these students' attitudes toward communit5P,

.sChoor and)schodl'auhjects. However, t4baiancethis finding, another
C.

.study report'd that-students perceive little carryover or application. of

skills:acquired.in newspapericourses'U'other. subject-matteeareas and

minimal usage of skills in other classrSoms.

It issinterestini to note.that, on a short-term basis, newspaper use

Tu'the classroom :s ems to ,affect the verbal interaction of.students;that

is, the.amauht.and quality of studebt talk seems to be influenced by the
'

c teacher's use of.begapapil.s. -There is also some evidence that-newspaper
-

use influences student'vetal.particiimtion in class. These findings

ahould,be coupled with teacher testimony that alwspaperuse seeMs.tocon.

-trikOe to group processes in teachineand3learnin6

General , OW'

.
Under this category, I filed studies. relating tageneral questidns

5:. about NIB. For example, what'are.the criticekelementaithat-should be

evaluated inliMprograms? How many copies. of the newspaper are required

to,conduct an effective -NIB program? What genial rararchetudies have

been_repoited in NIB on newspaper readeiship
.

, . 1

ou`can'review the short list of studies in,thiacategory and, if.one



_intrigueis you, details cante supplied. One study examined the...question of

how laany.newspapers are `required for in-class prOgrams.w1O find out, this
.

study used the ANPA Foundation_Newspaper Test as a pre- andpost.-test; In

eadh of four different schoolsr(twelve 'jUnior'and.selnior high classes), one

.Clasi.was schedtled to _receive one.copy of the newspaper fOr.every foUr

students;Ainother class in the same school got thlse copiesfceevery four

` 4tudOnte; and in another class each student received a copy.of the news-,
. -

paper!.

In general, aS.mostrher studies have shown, the use .of newspapers

inithese classes results in significant increases in scores on-the ANPA

Toundatipn-Newspaper Test. In additioni:the post-test data sUiieet that,

when at 114;i,one copy of the newspaper for every four students 'is need,

the iMprovement in scores will be.just as'substantiaI as if one copy per

student were employed. The nwhyn-of,this is not known and this study,"like

many other studies'reported here, requireetrepAcation and ftrther

.;

ConoluSions and Recommendations

It is ray opinions given the t autione I Asaised earlier, that new

use'has a positive effect on the teaching and, learning of certain school,

.subjects. It lbspo appears that, because of tbe nature of this'instruc-.

tional tool, it creates At-nations whereby the el sroowenvironment is

enhanced/improved. It would ,be difficult .to read all ,of the studies and

conclude that newspaper use has no effect on attitadesrskills and knowl

14. .

With-the evidence we do have, I am of the opinion.thatmawspaper Ube.:

:in the classroom does improve /increase reading skillaythat it contributes

17
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to improved attitudes towards reading aril, other sohOol subjects; that' it
.

does improve. and- out-of-school reading habits; that it -does .make one

more. knowlidgeable of current affairs and governmentalfunctionsithat it
dOeb, influence the classroom. environment (communication, interaction,

- 4

sharing). But you see, Ism biased and a good reeearcher must 'be objective:

Nevertheless, we need to share what we know with the' decision 7--maker -every-,
. . .

publisher, editor, superintendent, . and , prinoipal ey area

.0 .

"-:(:-

'.We need to encoaragethei to :help us implement aid ;;daluateipspaper

use every .classroom at various 'levels, wifk.a VaristY'7Of.:.-st4e01.;
.

We .need to :Continue the research. We need bigger and better' studies.
,

lieeda to ask more questions like the ones I've listed that are in your

packets.

I 1.

.
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